[Fusional vergence hysteresis and sensorimotor connection of the two eyes].
Three experiments were conducted to replicate and extend Helmholtz's observation indicating vergence hysteresis. The two stimuli were presented dichoptically to the eyes in the mirror stereoscope and moved temporalward or nasalward. Helmholtz's finding was confirmed in Experiment 1, in which the critical separations were measured for the stimuli divergently moving temporalward when fusion of their images was abruptly broken (breakaway point) and when fusion was re-established (refusion point) for the stimuli moving nasalward. In Experiment 2, in which only the stimulus for one eye moved temporalward while the stimulus for the other eye was stationary, the breakaway point of the moving stimulus was found to be linearly dependent on the position of the stationary stimulus. Experiment 3 showed that, in the asymmetric divergent tracking as in Experiment 2, the change of the perceived visual direction of the fused image was smaller than the angular magnitude of the movement of the tracking eye. These results were discussed as evidence indicating the sensory and motor connection of the two eyes.